Chronology of events
Local government
State government
Federal government
28/8/16 Flood event 7.5meter river in Goondiwindi. Equivalent on our property to a record Goondiwindi
flood of 10.84 meter.
31/8/16 Bruce Lamey calls the chair of Border rivers food and fibre (border rivers irrigator lobby group)
David Coulton. David tells us he doesn’t want to get involved.
1/9/16 Bruce calls Goondiwindi regional councillor David Turner (ex irrigator rep for GRC on MDBA
northern panel).
1/9/16 John Norman contacts Bruce about the problem
2/9/16 Bruce calls Department of Natural resource water and mines in Goondiwindi (Ainslee
Hempseed).
2/9/16 John Norman contacts Bruce about reporting problems.
3/9/16 Tony Taylor informs Lamey of evidence provided to the DNRWM investigation into Norman
Farming defrauding the DNRWM.The evidence was said to be provided to the DNRWM directly after an
exhaustive process with the QLD Ombudsman with the assistance of a criminal lawyer to make sure the
two lots of books provided as evidence are as secure as legally possible.
6/9/17 GRC ask WaterNSW about Normans DA. cannot raise flood peak by more than 0.2 compared to
pre-development, no redistribution more than 5%, no more velocity of more than 50%.
10/9/16 Lameys hire a helicopter to investigate flooding irregularity. Massive amounts of earthworks
built since the last flood in 2013 by Norman Farming on John Normans Farms, Aileen Normans farms
and Mark Palfreymans farm.
10/9/16 Lameys witness water theft while in the helicopter. Via a pipe that he has been using for 8
years by sunwater with no prosecutions.
12/9/16? onsite visit of our farm by DNRWM Ainslee Hempseed and GRC councillor David Turner, Dion
Jones council engineer. Dion immediately identifies illegal structures with no approvals.
22/9/16 Mayor posts on Facebook our problems are caused through clover.
23/9/16 Flood arrives again just as big as the peak in August.
30/9/16 emailed 10/10 GRC growers meeting Campbell, Donavan’s, dents, Lameys, Jim Weller and
Ainslee.
6/10/16 google council levee laws
7/10/16 Lawrence Springborg replies regarding what help exists
7/10/16 Lamey applies for individual disaster-stricken property. Successful QLDGov3-IDSP-6747889-6
8/10/16 Norman is adding to banks stopping the flood overtopping his bank, we ask Dion Jones to stop
the machinery and return earthworks to that day.
10/10/16 CASA drone flight approval
10/10/16 Satamap image produced of flood.
10/10/16 9200 megalitre licence subdivision application Whynot farming and Capricorn north
13/10/16 John Norman lands in a helicopter outside Bruce and elaine Lameys house, the purpose is
unknown.
14/10/16 David Ward starts assessing our crop losses
14/10/16 Lameys receive letters from GRC informing us that letters have been sent to Norman of
noncompliance and request structures be removed.
17/10/16 Dion Jones sends us the maps of illegal structures

17/10/16 Lamey submits to Mark Coulton federal member water is being diverted into QLD and caught,
two creeks opened to increase QLD floodwaters, no way Broken hill will ever see the water again, NSW
irrigators loose,
21/10/16 Lamey to GRC problems
27/10/16 Lamey-Lynham and Peter Brownhalls description of situation
28/10/16 Lamey contact through online submission
28/10/16 Mark replies it has been forwarded to Nial Blair NSW and Barnaby Joyce fed water minister
29/10/16 Brownhalls receipt and tells me it is inappropriate to respond.
19/10/16 Meeting called in town after other property owners complain of no beneficial flood water
reaching their farms downstream of Normans.
DNRWM send Deputy director general Alan Feely (who doesn’t attend due to illness), Southern Director
Wally Kearnan QLD surface water manager Jim Weller. Goondiwindi officer Ainslee Hempseed, as well
as other officers out of the Toowoomba office maybe 3. (odd to have the second top bureaucrat in the
dept want to drive 6.5hours to talk to us about 2 farms being flooded and others not getting flood
water).
After I tell my flooding story Jim Weller approaches me and tells me out of the blue there is no
corruption in his dept.
19/10/16 John Norman is seen dining with the DNRWM people that night (I have no photos to prove at
present currently only hearsay).
21/10/16 Cotton rivercare field day on Normans, our farm still too wet to do anything
20/10/16 John Porter employed to qualify how the water was redirected and held on us.
27/10/16 Anthony Lynham generic reply
1/11/16 GRC produces all levee approvals for Normans.
15/11/16 WaterNSW Patrick Pahlow sends me a link to complain.
22/11/16 water compliance dpi water
25/11/16 WaterNSW David Thomas replies about breaches asking for maps
28/11/16 Lamey sends David Thomas bridge pictures
3/12/16 state member Lawrence Springborg resigns
6/12/16 Nial Blair replies to mark yes Callandoon creek and dingo were opened for more flow but it is a
QLD DNRWM problem
8/12/16 Lamey to m Coulton update
12/12/16 Handran sends advice on claims against crop losses.
12/12/16 DNRWM minister generic response
13/12/16 Lamey write to m Coulton explaining bridges, $30mill gov funding, should I go to the
ombudsman
13/12/16 Lamey-DNRM minister poor meeting, no motivation to help, I suggest an investigation into
HHWUE
13/12/16 Jay Wetherill generic response
13/12/16 RTI paid nothing has ever been forthcoming
14/12/16 Jay Wetherill replies and sends information onto his water minister Ian Hunter (water
ministers from 3 states are aware of the problems)
16/12/16 Lamey tells M Coulton GRC not interested, DNRM hollow, $31mill in HHWUE to neighbour.do
we go to ombudsman
19/12/16 Mark Coulton responds Barnaby and DAWR are doing something don’t go to the ombudsman.
4/1/17 Lawrence Springborg is told directly of the conflict of interest between DNRM investigating
structures that they paid for. I ask if I should go to ombudsman
5/1/17 Lamey -minister DNRM GRC unapproved structures, no DNRM rulings worried about more floods
9/1/17 Allianz insurance to indemnify against our crop losses

12/1/17 Barnaby Joyce penned letter about diverted flood water and HHWUE.
19/1/17 unapproved earthworks $30mill in HHWUE
30/1/17 send to GRC Mining grade equipment amassing on Norman Farmings Property Dion away, Luke
Tanner receives email
1/2/17 Carl Manton, Cr Rick Kearney and Ainslee visit site with CFO of Norman farms Steve Evans,
nothing irregular, they are on site to do HHWUE projects.
6/2/17lamey -Amy fox huge machines on Normans can she stop the funding until there is an
investigation
14/2/17 Lamey – Patrick Pahlow we haven’t heard anything.dpi water
16/2/17 Lamey – Sarah Hansen young explaining $30Mill of HHWUE spending and more water out of
the river not less.
16/2/17 Paulene Hanson $30mill HHWUE adverse result one property owner
16/2/17 Lamey- Amy fox things getting further out of control, machines working unchecked, please stop
approving funds, can you stop him
17/2/17 Amy fox in Goondiwindi, why didn’t she visit us?
17/2/17 Lamey-fox I just need to tell my parents something.
17/2/17 GRC machines going is someone watching, are there approvals, will somebody compensate us.
17/2/17 GRC Luke tanner 20/2 inspection with Norman CFO
17/2/17 Lamey to Amy Fox if you met with us informed on the huge water storages being built and nondecommissioned, DNRM paying for fraudulent invoices and how the system works, blackmailed
contractors, easement allowing the 50gl take with a 931meg saving. I could go on.no one wanted to
know.
28/2/17 MDBA online complaint submitted
3/3/17 Venina Bland MDBA concerns have been sent to regulatory support team
14/3/17 DNRM Minister send a letter to say they have conducted an external audit and there are no
irregularities with the HHWUE funding. Reply I ask to see the audit and talk to Wally Kearnan and Alan
Feely the DDG who we never have talked to again
19/3/17 Tony Watson I ask who the external auditor is, what methodology is being used, ask to talk to
Alan Feely and Wally Kearnan.
20/3/17 Lawyers letter to DNRWM recapping previous issues and explained that there was another
flood on its way from rain east of Inverell. The same damage was expected and that we had planted
another crop to make up for the first crop lost.it asks for the offending infrastructure to be removed
prior to the arrival of the flood.
20/3/17 Lawyers letter to GRC asking for the illegal structures to be removed before we suffered more
damage. Next council meeting was 22/3/17.
20/3/17 Lamey-Patrick Pahlow the bridge will interfere with the river again do you want to come and
have a look
20/3/17 Lamey asks Mark Coulton for a chat. Lynham letter tells me everything is approved.
20/3/17lamey to minister Lynham flood coming in a matter of days please do something about illegal
structures before we lose another crop
20/3/17 Lamey – Amy fox Lynham done audit no irregularities found no idea who did it flood coming
21/3/17 Lamey -Coulton I send ministers letter on audit as they will not send it to the DAWR.
21/3/17 Lamey – GRC solicitors letter explaining approaching flood and nothing has changed
22/3/17 GRC writes to DG of DNRM James Purtil to help
23/3/17 MDBA writes can they call me 23/3/17 at 2pm they did call but can’t do anything.
30/3/17 Flood arrives
31/3/17 letter to John Norman for mercy and for him to remove his illegal structures prior to the
impending flood

31/3/17 John Norman accuses us of stealing his water
31/3/17 Lamey -MDBA Vienna QLD DNRM incompetent, wrong numbers used, cheating system being
educated throughout irrigation lobby groups
3/4/17 John Richie pushes us on to DDG (john Richie was HHWUE project manager)
4/4/17 Lamey-John Richie given the maths on what the river can now handle and the 6000megs per day
that now goes missing.
4/4/17 Lamey -MDBA farm now underwater for 11 days earthworks still there and paid for by HHWUE
4/4/17 Amy Fox point person for DAWR she is away, cyclone Debbie water reaching us onto of the river
not running, can you find out if this is your funding doing this.
9/4/17 email to WaterNSW concerning Bridge over Macintyre river and earthworks stopping flood water
in NSW.
10/4/17 reply WaterNSW replied to contact another regulation officer CIRAM case 00529-2016
7/4/17 Flood water peaks.
21/4/17 Lamey attend the supreme court seeking an interlocutory injunction for Normans and
Palfreymen to reinstate 5 causeways of significants. Judge signals immediately that the wet season is
over, and flood is near impossible. Norman provides GPS data that he is already removing the banks.
Our advice is to deal outside court with Norman where he agrees to remove 2 of the 5 causeways and
Palfreymen denies he has done anything wrong.
We returned home to find Norman was building the banks higher while we were in court and for the
next 5 days after we arrived home.
26/4/17 earthworks on our boundary stop I believe because an article on our situation is run in the print
media
26/4/17 Lameys find a 2000meg Notification not previously found by title searches.
26/4/17 john Richie no word from DDG
26/4/17 Amy Fox farm under flood completely for 3 weeks, interlocutory injunction fails by Norman
lying
27/4/17 DDG Alan Feely Lamey contacted DNRM HHWUE manager asking how we can provide them
with evidence.as well they cannot find any earthworks they paid for which is affecting water flows.
27/4/17 Barnaby Joyce let the river run 1600hectares under water and link to Mark Phelps story.
27/4/17 rural councillor seeking help Debbie Cowley
27/4/17 Lamey to john Richie Paul Sanders
27/4/17 Lamey – Nick Xenophon asking for help
27/4/17 Lamey -David Littleproud, MDBA, HHWUE, floodwater harvesting
28/4/17 Lamey-MRC bridge and banks NSW side
28/4/17 Lamey-Bill Shorten river blockages, MDBA flood numbers
28/4/17 Lamey-Amy Fox no one knows what you have paid for or built.
28/4/17 Amy fox apologises she has spoken to QLD DNRM
1/5/17 Amy fox sends me a link of grant requirements.
1/5/17 Lamey to Neal albert dept of environment and heritage, no approvals anywhere and the bridge
2/5/17 Lamey to Jane Humphries environment NSW
3/5/17 Sharne Bridge environment nsw
3/5/17 Neal Albert sends me to a different dept
4/5/17 Dane graham msc environment and compliance no section 8 approval
4/5/17 David Thomas former NSW office of water originally investigated 24/7/14 bridge spans the river
no problems, reinvestigated 18/1/17 also saying no other changes have been made(?) Lamey in contact
with lead (who that is no idea) investigation finds no approvals but still they are happy to leave it there.

4/5/17 MSC Murray Amos suggests water compliance nsw Niz also Tracey Lawson I have spoken to but
has disappeared
8/5/17 Lamey reports bridges to Environment and heritage QLD, Ainslee from DNRM calls to investigate
8/5/17 Lamey reports gps location with DP and lot No’s
9/5/17 Gary EHP can’t do anything
11/5/17 Tony Watson DNRM program head, privacy concerns 5/6/17 expect to give us something on
HHWUE
26/5/17 DDG Alan feely sends a letter listing property names and vague descriptions on what they built.
Nothing else
31/5/17 Cardno hydrology modelling officer Daniel Niven to ask about Cardno process never replies.
1/6/17 Lamey asks DNRM tony Watson for HHWUE update
1/6/17 Lamey to SMK trespasser caught pretending to be from smk
1/6/17 smk Glenn Lyons is the trespasser caught (both parties have huge involvement in HHWUE
projects)
1/6/17 smk peter Taylor trespasser
3/6/17 Lamey-tony Watson dnrm DG explanation letter tells nothing about what was built what was
paid for where the money went, tax payer’s money no one knows nothing.
5/6/17 Lamey-tony Watson. We are in Toowoomba can we visit to learn more (he rings and says no
point)
5/6/17lamey-amy fox any way to find out what has been built and paid for, how much per meg and who
signs off (Alan Feely and Wally Kearnan are signing money off) Floodwater has left farm now.
12/6/17 Lamey-RTI jane Patu agree to change of scope
21/6/17 Lamey-jock Norman contacts asking for $40k to build a fence which will cut our access road off
to our farm.
21/6/17lamey-GRC request for approval for a new corridor for our new property entrance.
22/6/17Ed Molesworth-Lamey offers the names of 3 Norman employees who built the banks plus GPS
proof
22/6/17 Dion offers options to build new entrance
24/6/17 Four corners pumped airs
10/7/17 RTI request for plans of what HHWUE have been building next door
14/7/17 RTI request turns up 6000 pages
24/7/17 we reach out to Mal Peters, Maryanne Slattery and Bill Johnson. Lamey agrees to fund a
report.as well as fund a professionally made doco to lobby the QLD govt effectively.
25/7/17 Lamey-Linton Besser explaining our concerns
26/7/17 Lamey-Mark Coulton no progress Littleproud no help, I think it’s time to go to the media, is
there anything else that can be done.
27/7/17
28/7/17 Mark Coulton responds to my concerns about HHWUE being defrauded inspectors sent to
region
28/7/17 Lamey-Mark Coulton under extreme pressure, property access cut off, Norman reporting us to
the police 3 times (neg driving dangering his wife and children, malicious damage to property,
trespassing(learn he has been doing this for 6 years)our Agronomist(ex-employee of Norman)has had a
breaking house searched and diaries stolen while his 14year old daughter hid in the cupboard middle of
the night in a remote location alone, another neighbour claiming loses has had their crop sprayed out by
Norman. River still at the very top of the bank and it hasn’t rained for weeks.
31/7/17 meet Mal Peters in a face to face.
31/7/17 Lamey-MPSC have you heard anything.

1/8/17 Lamey-Mal Norman applied for 17 projects 10 were approved $31.4mill.3 years’ work spending
$15K/day Now we know where the money is coming from.
1/8/17 MPSC no news
1/8/17 lamey-rti how long
3/8/17 Rex Patrick visits our farm with Maryanne and Bill
5/8/17 Moree regional council Murray Amos found no application or approvals for bridge in their shire
and forwarded me onto DPI water and WaterNSW.
7/8/17 Bill Johnson completes Inspection report
7/8/17 inspection report forwarded to Rex Patrick.
12/7/17 lamey-abc Norman call to reduce red tape article AFR
15/8/17 RTI request ongoing.
16/8/17 lamey-rti narrow request.
16/8/17lamey-tony Watson asking for HHWUE details, project by project, noting we haven’t harvested
anything off our farm for 22months
16/8/17 lamey-abc Tip off Norman has an application in to make 52.4km of banks retrospectively
approved
17/8/17 Kerry Brewster approaches us to do a story.
18/8/17 program manager pushes us back to RTI (I phone tony he is aggressive and tells me he has done
too much work for us already, which was nil)
22/8/17 federal senate inquiry accepts my submission, nothing has proceeded
23/8/17 Anthony Lynham replies to Springborg investigation is ongoing.
31/8/17 Lateline airs our story
6/9/17 email to Anthony Lynham
6/9/17 Nick Xenophon asks questions on notice.
7/9/17 Lamey-rex Patrick GRC set to approve Normans levees Ronnie McMahon tells us no appeal
against decision.
9/9/17 GRC show Norman application for 52.4Km of unapproved structures for retrospective approval.
11/9/17 Ken Mathews report.
11/9/17 Norman Aggregation to be sold valued by CBRE $117mill
13/9/17 BRFF vote to back Norman, mayor apologises for Lateline, vote to raise money to fight nick
Xenophon, David Coulton stands down.
14/9/17 Lamey-DNRM peter Brownhalls I ask him for his notes from the BRFF meeting. (I never hear
from him)
15/9/17 Mdba acknowledge questions on notice in relation to Lameys Brent Williams and Kelly Casey
16/9/17 commonwealth buying border rivers water for $1500/meg. Too cheap for unsup water
18/9/17 Lamey-dept heads Papps, Taylor, Glyde, Thompson. CC Hansen young, Xenophon, Bernardi,
hunter, Cheltenham, Wong. titled Border rivers failure discussion.
18/9/17 Malcolm Thompson dept of ag deputy secretary generic reply.
19/9/17 Phillip Glyde Chief executive of the MDBA is also travelling.1-line reply.
19/9/17 David Papp’s replies not in negotiations with Norman.
19/9/17 Mary Colreavy assistant secretary water recovery branch sent a courtesy email about questions
on notice.
20/9/17 GRC Ronnie McMahon explaining why our complaints are futile. This application complaint
letter removed from file.
20/9/17 Jay Wetherill thanks us for our work on the river.
22/9/17 Lamey-Campbell. GRC hydro report reporting the Norman hydro assessment is poor quality and
lists the problems
25/9/17 Andrew Foley@ DILGP is asked about retrospective approvals

25/9/17 Seek legal advice from Dan Creevey
26/9/17 Rex Patrick
26/9/17 Callandoon water report
27/9/17 RRAT asked to allow my submission to be private.
1/10/17 Present my submission to the RRAT water inquiry.
2/10/17 Water stewardship Australia asked to endorse Norman Farming.
2/10/17 John Grabbe hired to fight illegal water ex Cubbie Station founder and long-time director as
well as Delacy ex-pollie doing the govt backed Northern Water project.
4/10/17 Campbells write to GRC about their property rights being affected by their inaction on shire
levee builders without approvals
5/10/17 Emma Carmody of the NSW EDO offers us assistance with legal advice on QLD levee laws.
6/10/17 Greg Roads appointed to continue another Hydrological study.
9/10/17 Norman Farming aggregation listed for sale Valued at $117million
11/10/17 Lamey-Brownhalls haven’t heard about his notes I note how unusual it is for DNRM officers to
attend lobby group meetings and not make public the subjects.
17/10/17 RTI extension request
13/10/17 Norman Clears the river bank we report the illegal clearing to DNRWM, nothing done to date.
13/10/17 Report water theft to Ainslee DNRWM with accompanying photos dates and times
14/10/17 RTI request Jane Patu is asked just for how much water the government bought
15/10/17 Lamey sent Norman an email to consider remove earthworks either side of his bridges to
allow the flow of flood water with an impending high river flow event
16/10/17 RTI request another extension letter
17/10/17 RTI permission to go ahead
18/10/17 Thompson to Lamey
19/10/17 RRAT committee grant my submission be confidential
19/10/17 receive order for production from Nick Xenophon
20/10/17 Norman has been trying to call me starting from 6:20 am, he emails me to say that the flood
event didn’t happen (I ask legal advice what to do)
20/10/17 Malcolm Thompsons office responds to my letter
23/10/17 Lamey-Hinchinbrook, planning minister refer to ABC Lateline no one responds even after a
phone call.
23/10/17 call Mary Colreavy about belittling my family and myself in internal emails, she fires back
calling me out of order. Absolutely no apology.
24/10/17 Lateline program containing Inspector Mick Dowie naming Norman Farming as being
investigated for defrauding the HHWUE program and asks for witnesses to come forward.
24/10/17 RTI letter of costs $640.80
25/10/17 Lamey-Mark Coulton Mark calls to congratulate us on good work and it was David Littleproud
and himself that got the police investigation going (except it had been going 14months prior to them
knowing)
26/10/17Lamey-rex Patrick details of a Norman CFO who could tell the water inquiry exactly how the
fraud works against the government and the realities of the water harvesting and lack of savings.
26/10/17Lamey-Mary Colreavy asking for an apology to my family for belittling me in the QON nick
Xenophon asked for. I make the point we are struggling against a fed funded giant.
27/10/17 Lamey-Weller Another invitation to meet the DDG Alan Feely also a copy of anther time I ask
to meet even travel to Toowoomba to meet.
27/10/17 DNRWM reply that the water theft investigation has been logged and commenced.
27/10/17 create fraud timeline who knew what and when

29/10/17 Nick Xenophon thank you email and response why no one has done anything for you and it
took a SA senator to bring it to light. (absolutely no one in government wanted to do anything.
30/10/17 Lamey-Glyde Papp’s Thompson asking again for a meeting to discuss the problems
31/10/17 MRC replies to my update they cannot believe the bridges have been made exempt from
approval
2/11/17 Rex Patrick resigns to take over nick senate position
2/11/17 Nick Xenophon resigns
2/11/17 ask Jim Weller how investigation is going. Request formal meeting in writing again 3rd time still
no meeting
3/11/17 Lamey-Tammy jo. send her the time fraud line who knew what when.
6/11/17 I thank Mary Colreavy for her apology
6/11/17lamey-TonyBigwood Malcolm Thompson offering help for what is going on in QLD.
10/11/17 Phillip Glyde recommend water recovery in Northern basin from 390-320gl
13/11/17 Phillip Glyde takes my issues seriously
13/11/17 Jim Weller bridges don’t have major effect, Kiddy garren first heard of it booberanna review
yarriwanna has 4 licenced dams
16/11/17 Lamey-Coulton time to meet.
22/11/17 Lamey-hunter QLD election both parties in on it
22/11/17 Ian Hunter SA water Minister replies to both sides of QLD politics see water as a non-issue
(both contributed to the problem
22/11/17lamey-hansen young QLD election both sides in on the problems
22/11/17 Sarah Hansen young offers support and pens a letter to Ian Hunter.
23/11/17 Meet with Mark Coulton re update
28/11/17 Ian Hunter informs us of progress and direction
28/11/17lamey-rti jane absolutely go ahead asap.
2/12/17 Lamey asks GRC to address council.
5/12/17lamey-david Papps Irrigators selling their overpriced licences to DAWR and then just taking
more overland flow water.
5/12/17lamey-RRAT
8/12/17 David Papp’s assistant shares contacts
8/12/17 Malcolm Thompson replies to 30/10/17 he welcomes offer to talk
10/12/17 Meet with Inspector he tells me to tell my family everything will be ok in 2018
12/12/17 Lamey- David Thomas WaterNSW asking again to look at the bridge after the Mathews report
has come out, livid about our treatment.at least someone should listen to our story.
13/12/17 EDO advice GRC had levees under their control under local law 2011(WSC Levee Law)
continue until 15/5/2014then the new law Sustainable planning regulation and water regulation 2002
then water regulation 2016
13/12/17 Lamey- Jim Weller when are we meeting Alan feely and wally photos of other crazy
earthworks in the area.
14/12/17 Lamey-carl Manton request to address meeting. He says not this year early next.
14/12/17 withdraw rti request
19/12/17 Lamey- GRC, Littleproud, Hansen young, DNRM minister, Jim Weller, frank walker. new
technology,700meters application instead of the 52.4kmnormans for sale, who is responsible.
19/12/17 Kerry McKenzie relays message through GRC.
19/12/17 David Littleproud generic reply
19/12/17 Frank Walker generic reply MDBA QLD
20/12/17lamey-cubbie station, Cubbie has exclusive rights to buy Normans.
22/12/17 Ian Hunter writes of ministers meeting 19/12/17

3/1/18 Jim Weller writes DDG Alan Feely and Wally Kearnan inspect site but refuse to meet Lameys
3/1/18 Tony Hartley writes accusing us of spray drift of client’s crop
4/1/18 Lamey not worried about police we just want the river to flow
4/1/18lamey-weller try again Jim for a meeting we are not interested in the police investigation this
about getting our farm back.
4/1/18 feely and Kearnan inspection by air (impossible to view levee heights from air.)
5/1/18 Malcolm Thompson DS ag organising a meeting.
8/1/18 Lamey- Thompson will come down to Canberra
9/1/18 Phillip Glyde organise 7-9th feb meeting on our farm
10/1/18 lamey-papps asking for 10 minutes of his time.
11/1/18lamey-littleproud congrats on ag min, Glyde visit, meeting with Malcolm, Thompson,
commonwealth funds, Norman farming, HHWUE, flooding, we have lost millions,
11/1/18 David Littleproud generic reply email
12/1/18 Phillip Glyde asks me to have questions specific to MDBA
14/1/18 David Papp’s retiring Jody Swirepik CEWH Mark Taylor acting CEW will not flood us
15/1/18 Ian Hunter stand up for the Murray campaign
16/1/18 Mark Taylor replies to email
19/1/18 Malcolm Thompson meeting, Mary Colreavy suggests Lamey take up a HHWUE project
19/1/18lamey-paul brimblecomb Cubbie CEO
20/12/17 Lamey- GRC, Littleproud, Sarah Hansen young, DNRM minister, Jim Weller and frank walker
asking not to approve Normans levees without proper investigation of the entire problem.
21/1/18 Lamey-Littleproud river solutions how we can correct the Norman unbalance.
21/1/18 David Littleproud generic reply
21/1/18 Lamey – Malcolm Thompson project to configure our farm to deliver water to the river
21/1/18lamey-glyde 6 simple questions to answer on visit.
22/1/18 Ian Hunter wrote about the earnst and young report
22/1/18lamey-thompson 3 questions internal handling of me, how can we recover water (government
paid to hold water for years in big floods and be paid to put it back in when the nation needs it.
headaches in crisis management.
23/1/18lamey-glyde any date
25/1/18lamey-hansen young, ideas about returning water to the river
25/1/18lamey-rex ideas for returning water to the river.
25/1/18lamey-thompson meeting3pm
25/1/18lamey-weller investigation has nothing to do with getting our farm back.
25/1/18 Littleproud generic reply it’s a state issue not a federal issue. (I hit the roof)
25/1/18lamey-littleproud, ag minister, talking for 9 months, MDBP, water savings not saving water, QLD
are lying to Canberra, sick to my stomach, Thompsons meeting, Mark Coulton. you’re my local member.
pissed off is an understatement.
25/1/18 Weller surveying still being done (what 17 months hasn’t been long enough)
29/1/18lamey-bio security QLD. Mad planes working for Norman.
30/1/18lamey-ian hunter my water recovery ideas DAWR has recovered all the water they don’t need
any more even though they don’t have any water
30/1/18lamey-biosecurity planes flying low over our house all day
30/1/18lamey-penny Wong idea for water recovery
31/1/18lamey-weller complain about a meeting we aren’t invited to,11 years of being operated outside
its conditions with no prosecution, who is meant to be looking after this stuff.

1/2/18lamey-weller license agreement impossible to achieve, bigger dams who will police, why no
meters, what if someone else is hurt, stop showing favouritism to irrigators, who is going to address
these concerns.
2/2/18lamey-glyde meeting talks
4/2/18lamey-bio security send our records
4/2/18lamey-thompson meeting follow up, look at the heads of agreement contract with QLD,
Macintyre bridge hidden by DNRM for some reason.
5/2/18lamey-coulton no response ever other than generic or it’s not a fed issue.
6/2/18lamey-wellerask to file an official misconduct complaint and ask for the correct pathway as its
come to our attention we need to go higher than Alan Feely.
7/2/18lamey-thompsonour farm is unusable and its governments fault, all we want is the river to flow.
Can you work with other dept to make this happen?
9/2/18thompson heads of agreement, projects to remain secret.
9/2/18lamey-Bill shorten advisor, problem and a solution never heard back
10/2/18lamey-bernardi,70GL disallowance
10/2/18lamey-hinch 70gl disallowance
13/2/18ABC 7:30 report
14/2/18lamey-RRAT.asking to be heard don’t sweep the inquiry under the table.
15/2/18lamey-tammyjo congrats.
15/2/18lamey-thompson dept bought 931megs and Norman took 25.4GL more
15/2/18 Ian Hunter wrote about MDBP
15/2/18lamey-glyde DNRM problems we want to put water back into the river
19/2/18 Jim Weller finds Norman Bridges exempt, no more take than sep 2000 no structure require
intervention, be careful as there are privacy issues
19/2/18lamey-weller I list the changes to take I know of, I do the maths for the bridge restriction,
ombudsman. I talk of already knowing they were not going ever to find anything because of the conflict
of interest
19/2/18weller-lamey ombudsman link.
19/2/18lamey-weller thank you.
19/2/18lamey-glyde MDBA members to be careful of, one looks to be the new owner of Normans.
19/2/18lamey-colreavy any thoughts on how we can overcome these problems.
20/2/18lamey-NFF president, has a go at me for standing up against other farmers.
20/2/18 Mayor of GRC contacts Rex to vote against the disallowance motion
20/2/18 Lamey to ombudsman to start an investigation against DNRMs tipping off Norman, doing
nothing, turning a blind eye to dozens of fields in waterways doing private deals and withholding
information from neighbours.
20/2/18 Lamey-ombudsman to start investigation against GRC, tipping off Norman, retrospective
approval, hiding complaint letters, favouritism to irrigator at expense of community, turning a blind eye
to 50km of banks not providing us with full maps
20/2/18lamey-GRC ombudsman and progress.
21/2/18 Lamey-ombudsman
21/2/18 Lamey-Russel James thank you and heads up on players, frank walker doing absolutely nothing,
DNRM update
21/2/18 Phillip Glyde replies to members I am concerned about on MDBA boards
22/2/18 Russell James replied to my MDBA board member concerns
22/2/18lamey-russell thanks 931megs saved 25.4GL taken easy fix change easement.
24/2/18 QLD/CW partnership agreement no detail to save water or measure water
26/2/18 Mary Colreavy replies to our water sale details

26/2/18lamey-ombudsman council info
27/2/18lamey-ainslee OVLF notification
27/2/18 Ombudsman replies to our request, it believes there is more for us to do.
27/2/18lamey to water purchasing offer our water to sell.
28/2/18 ABC 7:30 report aired an update story
2/3/18lamey-russell James MDBA complaints from very hard to find on their website.
2/3/18lamey-rex congrats
5/3/18 Lamey-JW appeal by request of ombudsman. I ask if DNWM want my evidence or not affidavits
of employees that built most of it, affidavit of self-reporting wrong capacities of take,36.7%reduction in
river capacity, orifice bypasses.
6/3/18 Lamey-GRC list complaints
6/3/18 GRC acknowledges our complaint
6/3/18 Lamey-Frank walker problems in the delivery of environmental water
6/3/18lamey-GRC photo of shuie talking about property on the inland rail.
6/3/18lamey-lynham problems and solutions outlined
6/3/18lamey-glyde I explain the massive take gave 931megs now takes 25.4GL I explain what needs to
be done.
7/3/18 Russell James replies to my river concerns
12/3/18 Lamey Ainslee I haven’t heard from Jim Weller
12/3/18lamey-lynham problem and solutions
12/3/18lamey-lynham problem and solution ministers email
13/3/18 DR Anthony Lynham relays my solutions to the minister’s office
13/3/18 Jim Weller send a receipt of my appeal but forgets Whynot property
14/3/18 spray drift claimant supplies zero evidence
14/3/18 Ainslee Weller was going to ring
14/3/18lamey-RRAT
15/3/18 Mary Colreavy contacts to give correct email
15/3/18 Water purchasing contact with correct email address.
15/3/18 Lamey offer DAWR to buy our water entitlement for water recovery.
19/3/18 DAWR asks for price per meg.
19/3/18 Bio security qld reply to our alleged damage to neighbour’s crops
21/3/18 Sarah Dingle inquiries about CEWH temporary sales
26/3/18 David Littleproud generic return
26/3/18 MDBA generic reply
26/3/18 SARC invitation to visit.
27/3/18 Ainslee asked what changes have occurred in the last 6 months?
27/3/18 Lamey -Ainslee why only 6 months and why ask only about such a small area?
12/4/18 Krista Roberts reply to our concerns about how we are being treated
17/4/18 Mark Taylor environmental flows and embargo.
18/4/18 GRC emails Lamey about Norman saying he hasn’t done anything and they say we haven’t
supplied any evidence of work and unapproved structures.
19/4/18 Tony Hartley accuses Lameys of another spray drift claim against us.
23/4/18 Lamey – grc confused about what complaints they are answering as not all questions had been
answered.
27/4/18 trespassers found on Welldown
1/5/18 Lamey-GRC did they receive email dated
1/5/18 DAWR water purchasing generic reply
2/5/18 GRC dozers working on Normans ask to go to ombudsman

2/5/18lamey-ombudsman
8/5/18 Greens send Labour and government make a deal over disallowance
9/5/18 DNRWM reported mad tree clearing again down our boundary
11/5/18 MDBA decline my committee nomination. For the BCC.
11/5/18lamey-water purchasing
15/5/18 SARC generic reply
16/5/18 SARC visit Coomonga Toobeah
17/5/18lamey-SARC send presentation
17/5/18 Ombudsman begins assessment GRC.
17/5/18 Lamey-CEWH Mark I suggest I could hold our water and send it down the river at times of need.
18/5/18 Mark Taylor It is a possibility QLD legislation know exists.
21/5/18 Lamey-SARC Lamey notes on questions on notice 450
21/5/18 SARC generic reply
22/5/18 Lamey-mark Taylor bird numbers and river constraints
23/5/18 Roma emailing detailing similar behaviour
29/5/18lamey-thompson discus holding water then sending it down a critical time.
1/6/18 bio security update
1/6/18lamey-mdba part solution to Norman farming
6/6/18 SARC thank you letter.
22/6/18 Lamey-Mark Taylor drought busting idea.
28/6/18 water purchasing apologise for delay.
10/7/18 Alison Fraser puts a hold on Ombudsman investigation
11/7/18 MDBA committee letter.
23/7/18 RRAT looking for a witness statement.
24/7/18 SARC hearing dates
6/8/18 Jackie Trad deputy QLD premier and minister for trade I emailed her about planning problems
and offered solutions and they pushed me on to Dr Anthony Lynham

